THE NEW WORLD ORDER
SIGN AND SYMBOLS OF THE ILLUMINATI SECRET SOCIETIES WORK

The purpose of this chart is to highlight certain recognizable seals and symbols of the USA from an esoteric interpretation. The occultic cabalists behind such symbols are prescribed to use such as their ‘signatures’, in their Luciferian orders, to hide knowledge in plain sight. Their aim is to control a nation’s society –in all forms of governments, religions, military, media, cinema and education, etc. One way has been
to use a country’s national emblems in disguise. The information here presented is only what is available and known from documents freely available publically. The illustrations presented are primarily based upon the work and investigation of Doc Marquis. It is believed that the government of the USA has been co-opted, as most other nations, by the secret societies of the illuminati -conjoined in union with the inner
workings of other entities like the Masons, among many others. Although such an assertion is deemed part of the conspiracy theory, there is ample evidence that the power of the USA and that of the rest of the world is wielded by the Black Hand of Lucifer behind the scenes. Their ultimate aim is to usher in their last ‘New World Order’, to worship and enthrone Lucifer, or Satan as the Master of a New Humanity on
Earth in place of YHWH. They seek to ‘brand’ every living soul with Lucifer’s numerical value or ‘Mark’. For the purpose of this chart, 1) A timeline will be given to track the major personages making major milestones for the Illuminati. 2) A collage of key signs and symbols well be analyzed for their esoteric information, as opposed to the exoteric wisdom the luciferians seek to disguise and not make it be known.

1776 – 2016 = 240 Years (5776) = ‘The Year of Light’
Adam Weishaupt

Mayer Amschel B.

Baron von Knigge

Giuseppe Mazzini

Elisphas Levi

Albert Pike

Madam Blavatsky

Annie Besant

Alice Bailey

Weishaupt is attributed to have started the illuminati in Bavaria. He was a Professor of Jewish Theology at a university. He was the foremost expert in the occult of his day. In
1773, Myer Amschel Bauer (Rothschild's) + 12 Associates, which equal a 13 Coven, approached Weishaupt with financial backing for this ‘Great Work’. They were steeped in
the teaching of the esoteric Babylonian Talmud from at least 3500BC. There aim is that through centralized banking, operatives would be in all facets of all the nations to have
control of policy. This in turn would steer the world into the countdown to the final New World Order. This that would come at the end of the 240 Year ‘cycle of Venus’ from 1776.
In one rendering within the Bible, lucifer is called the ‘son of the dawn’, or Venus. Since then, many notable persons have continued this ‘work’ on behalf of lucifer –whom they
extol is the ‘One True god’ that seeks to elevated mankind. The above timeline is but a small representation of those most notably that contributed major milestones to the work.
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Jack Parsons

Alex Sanders

David Rockefeller

Henry Kissinger

8 MAJOR SATANIC HOLIDAYS – HUMAN SACRIFICES REQUIRED

New York City

Feb 1:

Imbolg

Facing East

Mar 21:

Osania

THE MAN ‘QUEEN’

May 1:

Baltane

The Statue was a gift from
France to commemorate the
100th anniversary of the
USA’s Independence in
1876. The design was done
by Frederic Bartholdi at the
hands of the Masons. It is a
representation of ‘Libertas’ a
Roman goddess referenced
as Isis, Semiramis, Queen
of Babylon. Others attribute
far darker connotations as it
being a shrine to Lucifer, the
‘Light Bearer’. Originally the
Statue was to have had a
Cup and not a Torch. Even
though the body is that of a
female, the face is at of the
God Apollo, the giver of
light.

Jun 20:

Litha

Aug 1:

Laghnashadh

Sep 21:

Mabon

Oct 31:

Samhain

Dec 21:

Yule

7 Weeks

13 Weeks

A) Spring Equinox

13 Weeks

B) Summer Solstice

6 Weeks
7 Weeks

6 Weeks

AntiChrist

THE LIGHT BEARER
Eye of Horus - ‘Light Bearer’, The Shining One.
His devotees ascribe to him true ‘name’ as
YHWH backwards. To some, he is a ‘good’
Force but that may be used for evil.

7 Weeks

6 Weeks

Nbigniew Brzezinski

BAPHOMET
Also known as the Goat of Mendez came from Eliphas Levi. It is but
1 of the many underlying illustrations of what they venerate. The
Luciferians assert that the ’One’ and True ‘God’ - is Lucifer. Albert
Pike in Morals and Dogmas, p.821 stated plainly that Lucifer is the
source of light, not Jesus Christ. It is interesting that the very
monogram of the wording for ’Allah’ in Arabic seems to appear to
be somewhat in the same configuration of the idol of Baphomet.

13 Weeks

C) Fall Equinox

13 Weeks

D) Winter Solstice

7 Weeks

6 Weeks

Hermaphrodite Male-Female
Fallen Angel

Cast out of Heaven

13 LEAVES

13 LEAVES

5 CONTENENTS

NATIONS UNITED UNDER THE 1
32 Quadrants. Some recognize this
geometry as that of the 8-Fold Path of
Witchcraft. There can also be 2
squares overlaid. This infers that it is
not ‘square’ or honest in its dealings according to the Masonic definition.
The entities behind this organization
are one in the same that are behind
the power of the USA’s seal,
government & policy.

Caduceus of Mercury
Sexual Power-Drive
The true debased beastly
nature of lust desire

Union of Opposites
‘As above, So Below’

18 = Bondage
9 TAIL FEATHERS
‘Guidance’

ONE EYE’D JACK
This is alluding to having Lucifer’s Right Eye stuck by the
Arch Angel Michael in the Angelic Conflict. The connecting
path on the seal spells out MASON by specific letters. The
Lodges from the 1-3rd Degrees are considered the ‘Outer
Porch’. It is designed to intentionally mislead by false
information, hide plans from. Only the highest degrees are
initiated and exposed to the Illuminati. It is but one branch
out of many agencies tasked in preparation of the works
needed to usher in Lucifer, their Hope and Change. They
use numbers, places and times to expose and hide their
plans in plain sight. Their quest is the blueprint of Satan, to
enthrone Lucifer over GOD and with Man’s co-opting and
guile be worshipped by Man in allegiance to overtake
Heaven and the LORD’s Throne itself.

Tablets
‘July 4, 1776’

13 STARS Council of 13 over all
DISGUISED PHOENIX

28

MDCCLXXVI
May 1, 1776

(Apollyon) Ra/Horus

111’6’’ from heal to top of

Eye of Horus - ‘Light Bearer’
The Shining One

Greek Sun-God Apollo

151’1’’ from base to Torch

HEXAGRAM: Most evil symbol in the occult. Required for conjuring up demons

LUCIFER (1D)
5 LETTERS
M-A-S-O-N

Crown

The Seal of the American Bald Eagle is a masking of the Phoenix that is said to
represent the implosion of ascension of ‘order’ or ages of human history at the
hands of those agents of lucifer-satan in rebellion to YHWH. A life span of a
‘historical’ Phoenix is anywhere from 250-500 years. We are in the verge of their
last New World Order.

Manly P. Hall

STATUE OF LIBERTY

Copper covered with 24k Gold
16 Leaves (1+6) = 7

305’6’’ Foundation to Torch

This ‘providence’ is not referencing the Judeo-Christian Creator but that of
Lucifer’s providence. It was not until 19-33 that the 32rd President FDR
approved the Reverse Seal of the US to be on the Federal Reserve’s Note.
The money is not even the Nations, the printing and notes belong to the
Federal Reserve. Truman thereafter was a 33rd Degree.

Aleister Crowley

Torch

THE HIDDEN PHOENIX

THE EYE OF PROVIDENCE

Nicholas Roerich

CLAWS CLOSED
‘Taken from‘

THE COLUMBIA BRANCH

MASONIC BLUE LODGE
At the center of lodges is the 5 Pointed Pentagram. It is said to
represent the Blazing Star Sirius—which in the occult is synonymous
with Lucifer or Satan. It is also known to represent the 5 Chambers of
Hell or the Abyss where the Fallen Angels that Rebelled against God
were sentence for judgment. Others ascribe an ‘alien’ connection is
that according the ‘angelic’ being, the stars denote the planets from
which they ‘left their first station’ and came down to Earth. This is
corroborated in such literature as the Book of Enoch in which Angels
descended on Mt. Hermon.

STATUE BASE MATHEMATICS
The geometric configuration makes
a matrix formula by adds up for
each subsequent alternating
sequence of order, across etc.

11 +
10 +
9+
8+
7+

1 = 12
2 = 12
3 = 12
4 = 12
5 = 12

THE CULTS OF DEATH & DESTRUCTION
It has been well documented that secret societies funnel top-ranking candidates into all forms of entities that
control world governments. In turn, key positions are allotted to individuals that seek not the civil liberty or welfare
of the common citizen. The sole aim is to promote their luciferian agenda to have it permeate down to any & all
facets of humanity for its enslavement & eventual mass extermination. Their code is masked by numerology
hidden in plain sight. One example below uses posture & position that correlate to numbers unrecognizable to
the average eye; pentagram, 6-6-6, 72, 5-5-5 etc.
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Christopher Columbus
Columbia Broadcasting
Columbia Pictures
Columbia Records
District of Columbia
British Columbia
Spanish Colombia
Columbine
28 GUIDE LINES

8

4
6 Steps

7
(12 X 5) = 60
+ 6 (APEX)

66
LEFT: (1+2+3+4+5) +
RIGHT: (7+8+9+10+11) = 66

6

5

Same as on the
illuminate USA
Seal above Eagle’s
Head.

13 STEPS
Same as on the
illuminate USA
Reverse Seal.
Illusion of a 3D
‘13th’ Step
Path

THE BEAST’S MARKINGS
The ever increasing digitalization of commerce will one day
require all that will buy or sell to
be ‘marked’ with a code that will
enable only such to conduct
commerce. The code will involve a numerical value directly
associated with what the Bible
depicts as the ‘Beast’.

All Seeing Eye- Lucifer

Horns as of a ‘Baphomet’
or Chronos aka Saturn
Left ‘Eye of Horus’ - off center

SKULL & BONES
CLASS PICTURE 1947
1947 + 33 + 33 = 2013
1947 - 2016 = 69 Years
2016 = (Year of Light)
1947 + 72 Years for
‘Degrees’ = 2019

